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ABSTRACT

One of the grand challenges of the Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission is to improve cold-season precipitation measurements in mid- and high latitudes through the use of high-frequency passive microwave radiometry. For this purpose, the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) with the Goddard microphysics scheme is coupled with a Satellite Data Simulation Unit (WRF–SDSU) to facilitate snowfall retrieval algorithms over land by providing a virtual cloud library and corresponding microwave brightness temperature measurements consistent with the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI). When this study was initiated, there were no prior published results using WRF at cloud-resolving resolution (1 km or finer) for high-latitude snow events. This study tested the Goddard cloud microphysics scheme in WRF for two different snowstorm events (a lake-effect event and a synoptic event between 20 and 22 January 2007) that took place over the Canadian CloudSat/Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) Validation Project (C3VP) site in Ontario, Canada. The 24-h-accumulated snowfall predicted by WRF with the Goddard microphysics was comparable to that observed by the ground-based radar for both events. The model correctly predicted the onset and termination of both snow events at the Centre for Atmospheric Research Experiments site. The WRF simulations captured the basic cloud patterns as seen by the ground-based radar and satellite [i.e., CloudSat and Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit B (AMSI-B)] observations, including the snowband featured in the lake event. The results reveal that WRF was able to capture the cloud macrostructure reasonably well. Sensitivity tests utilizing both the “2ICE” (ice and snow) and “3ICE” (ice, snow, and graupel) options in the Goddard microphysical scheme were also conducted. The domain- and time-averaged cloud species profiles from the WRF simulations with both microphysical options show identical results (due to weak vertical velocities and therefore the absence of large precipitating liquid or high-density ice particles like graupel). Both microphysics options produced an appreciable amount of liquid water, and the model cloud liquid water profiles compared well to the in situ C3VP aircraft measurements when only grid points in the vicinity of the flight paths were considered. However, statistical comparisons between observed and simulated radar echoes show that the model tended to have a high bias of several reflectivity decibels (dBZ), which shows that additional research is needed to improve the current cloud microphysics scheme for the extremely cold environment in high latitudes, despite the fact that the simulated ice/liquid water contents may have been reasonable for both events. Future aircraft observations are also needed to verify the existence of graupel in high-latitude continental snow events.
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1. Introduction

The NASA Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission is a multinational, multisatellite mission designed to provide a uniformly calibrated precipitation measurement around the world. GPM consists of two components: a core satellite and a constellation of satellites. The core satellite carries a dual-frequency precipitation radar and a microwave radiometric imager, known as the GPM Microwave Imager (GMI), with high-frequency channels. The constellation of satellites consists of one National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)-provided satellite, U.S. satellite assets from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program, and international satellites with passive microwave instruments. Two of the major objectives of the GPM mission are to measure cold-season precipitation in mid- and high latitudes over land through the use of GMI high-frequency radiometry and to further the understanding of precipitation processes at high latitudes. In 2007, the Canadian CloudSat/Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) Validation Project (C3VP) field campaign took place in south-central Ontario in Canada. C3VP was a multinational, multiagency field experiment hosted by Environment Canada in and around the Centre for Atmospheric Research Experiments (CARE) about 80 km north of Toronto, Ontario. GPM’s participation in C3VP was aimed at improving space-based snowfall detection and estimation algorithms (Petersen et al. 2007).

In this study, the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) with the Goddard microphysics scheme was utilized. WRF has also been coupled with multisensor, multifrequency satellite simulators in the Goddard Satellite Data Simulation Unit (SDSU) for model evaluation and GPM algorithm support. The goal is to combine radar, satellite, and in situ measurements in addition to model data to improve precipitation measurement. The Goddard cloud microphysics scheme in WRF is tested for two distinct snowstorm events observed over the C3VP site in Ontario between 0000 UTC 20 January and 0000 UTC 23 January 2007. Observations from the Environment Canada King City (Ontario) radar, in situ aircraft measurements, and CloudSat are used to validate the model simulations.

The Great Lakes of North America are unique water bodies that have a large enough surface area to inject appreciable amounts of relatively warm water vapor into passing cold Arctic air masses to produce snowstorms on the lee side of the lakes during the autumn and winter seasons. Under suitable conditions (that involve the lake-air temperature difference, airflow, and stability in the boundary layer), strong organized convection may develop. The resulting lines or bands of clouds can produce considerable amounts of snow and are known as lake-effect snowstorms. Classic storms that occur on the cold-air side of synoptic-scale systems (i.e., synoptic events) tend to occur under stable conditions, which suppress convection; however, lake enhancements of large synoptic-scale storms may also be significant, although any associated convection in this type of situation tends to be weaker than in lake-effect storms caused by passing Arctic air (Hjelmfelt 1990).

One of the snow events simulated in this study was a lake-effect system. Although the dynamics of lake-effect systems have been well studied (Brown 1972; Sykes and Henn 1989; Weckwerth et al. 1997, 1999; Kelly 1984; Cooper et al. 2000; Kristovich 1991; Tripoli 2005), little detailed research on cloud microphysical properties in lake-effect systems has been published (Schroeder et al. 2006). Schroeder et al. (2006) stated that one potentially important factor in the development of heavy snowfall in lake-effect events is the modification of lake-effect clouds and snow by seeding from higher-level cloud layers. Evidence from aircraft microphysical measurements showed that microphysical snow-growth processes were locally enhanced within the convective boundary layer (CBL) clouds in seeded regions and that the CBL was locally deeper in seeded regions than in nonseeded regions. They also analyzed ice-particle size spectra to determine the microphysical differences between seeded and nonseeded areas. Seeded spectra in all cases implied more intense snowfall than did nonseeded spectra. Because of the lack of numerical and observational studies on the microphysical properties of lake-effect systems, many questions still remain unresolved. The existence of large precipitating particles like rain or graupel in these kinds of cloud systems is unknown, as is the presence of cloud liquid water in high-latitude cold-season cloud systems during the peak of wintertime when air temperatures throughout the column are below \(-10^\circ\)C.

Table 1 lists some post-1989 modeling studies (as well as the current one) for lake-effect snowstorms, including their cloud microphysics schemes. These studies were focused more on the dynamics associated with lake-effect snowstorms than on their microphysical properties. Maesaka et al. (2006) used a cloud-resolving model (CRM; at 0.5-km horizontal resolution) with initial and boundary conditions provided by a WRF run at 5-km horizontal resolution to simulate a high-latitude lake-effect snow event that developed over the Great Lakes in January 2003. They concluded that CRMs can produce realistic simulations of mesoscale weather systems like lake-effect snow events that develop as a result of the interaction of synoptic-scale and cloud-scale circulations in the presence of varying surface conditions.
They did not nest WRF down to a cloud-resolving scale (1 km or finer), however—probably because of the significant computational resources required for such a setup (Maesaka et al. 2006). When the current study was initiated, there were no prior published results using WRF at cloud-resolving resolution (1 km or finer) for high-latitude snow events. The term “high latitude” is used to distinguish these events from snow events accompanying midlatitude frontal systems farther south. One of the goals of this study is to determine whether a high-resolution mesoscale model such as WRF with an advanced bulk microphysical scheme designed for CRMs can properly simulate the cloud systems and snowfall associated with high-latitude snow events occurring in continental environments.

Two Goddard cloud microphysics options [“3ICE” (ice, snow, and graupel) and “2ICE” (ice and snow)] in WRF were tested for two distinct snowstorm events that were observed over the C3VP site in Ontario between 0000 UTC 20 January and 0000 UTC 23 January 2007. A brief review of WRF, the Goddard physical packages, and the satellite simulators is given in section 2. The synoptic situation for the region between 20 and 22 January 2007 is discussed in section 3. In section 4, the design of the model simulations is discussed. In section 5, results from the high-resolution WRF simulations are compared with in situ and satellite observations, including the Environment Canada King City operational dual-polarimetric radar located about 35 km southeast of the CARE site and CloudSat-observed reflectivities. In addition, mean cloud hydrometeor profiles from the simulations are examined. The summary and conclusions are given in section 6.

### 2. Brief review of WRF, the Goddard physical packages, and the satellite simulators

WRF is a next-generation mesoscale forecast model and assimilation system. The development of WRF has been a multiagency effort led by National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) with several NOAA and U.S. Department of Defense partners. The model is designed to support research advancing the understanding and the prediction of mesoscale precipitation systems. It incorporates advanced numerics and data assimilation...
techniques, a multiple relocatable nesting capability, and improved physics. WRF has been used for a wide range of applications, from idealized research to operational forecasting, with an emphasis on a horizontal grid in the range of 1–10 km. Its spectrum of physics and dynamics options reflects the experience and input of the broad scientific community (Michalakes et al. 2004). The WRF Software Framework (WSF) provides the infrastructure that accommodates the dynamics solvers, physics packages that interface with the solvers, and programs for initialization. There are two dynamics solvers in the WSF: the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) solver (originally referred to as the Eulerian mass or “em” solver), developed primarily at NCAR, and the Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model solver developed at the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). Detailed documentation on WRF and the WSF can be found in Skamarock et al. (2008). In this study, the ARW version was used.

Various Goddard physical packages (i.e., CRM-type microphysics, radiation, and land surface hydrology processes) as well as a real-time forecast system using Goddard Earth Observing System global analyses being developed at NASA have recently been implemented into the WRF ARW system (Fig. 1a). The Goddard Cumulus Ensemble (GCE) model’s (Tao and Simpson 1993) one-moment bulk microphysical scheme was recently implemented into WRF. This scheme is mainly based on Lin et al. (1983), with additional processes from Rutledge and Hobbs (1984). The Goddard microphysical scheme includes three different options: 3ICE-graupel, 3ICE-hail, and 2ICE (only cloud ice and snow). The Goddard microphysics scheme was recently modified to reduce overestimated and unrealistic amounts of cloud water and graupel in the stratiform region (Tao et al. 2003; Lang et al. 2007).

The Goddard radiation package includes both longwave and shortwave radiation and has been developed over the past two decades at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for use in general circulation models, regional models, and CRMs (Chou and Suarez 1999, 2001). A few recent improvements were made to the Goddard radiation package before it was added into WRF: 1) the

FIG. 1. (a) Physical packages added into WRF at Goddard, and (b) the Goddard SDSU.
shortwave radiation code was optimized for computational speed (by a factor of 2), 2) cloud optical properties were made to be consistent with the assumptions in the Goddard microphysics, 3) stratospheric layers can be optionally added above the top of the model pressure level, and 4) the aerosol direct effect on both longwave and shortwave radiation has been accounted for (Matsui et al. 2007).

The Goddard SDSU is an end-to-end multisatellite simulator unit. It has six simulators at present: passive microwave, radar, visible–infrared spectrum, lidar, International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project, and broadband. The SDSU can compute satellite-consistent radiances or backscattering signals from simulated atmospheric profiles and condensates consistent with the Goddard microphysics (Fig. 1b). For example, it can generate estimates of retrieved microphysical quantities that can be directly compared with high-resolution satellite (i.e., TRMM and CloudSat) products. These simulated radiances and backscattering can be directly compared with satellite observations, establishing a satellite-based framework for evaluating the cloud parameterizations. This method is superior to the traditional method of validating models with satellite-based products, because models and satellite products often use different assumptions in their cloud microphysics (Matsui et al. 2009).

Once the cloud model reaches satisfactory agreement with the satellite observations, simulated clouds, precipitation, atmospheric states, and satellite-consistent radiances or backscattering can be made available as an a priori database for developing physically based cloud and precipitation retrieval algorithms. Thus, the SDSU coupled with the multiscale modeling system can allow us to understand cloud processes better as well as to improve precipitation retrievals from current and future NASA satellite missions (Matsui et al. 2008).

3. Synoptic conditions

There were two significant snow events during the 72-h period from 0000 UTC 20 January to 0000 UTC 23 January 2007. Height, temperature, and wind analyses at 850 hPa from the NCEP North American Mesoscale (NAM) model with a 25-km horizontal resolution are shown Fig. 2. On 20 January 2007, a cold front passed the Toronto area from the north in association with an upper-level trough centered over eastern Canada (Figs. 2a–c). The passage of the cold front produced strong northwesterly flow in the lower troposphere, which allowed for the development of isolated snowbands over Lake Huron and in the lee of Georgian Bay and Lake Huron. A series of northwest–southeast-oriented snowbands developed over the CARE site (44.23°N, 79.78°W) after 0000 UTC 20 January. Although the bands persisted throughout the day, observations from the nearby King City radar (located at 43.96°N, 79.57°W) showed that they were most intense prior to 0600 UTC (isolated cores exceeding 30 dBZ) with echo tops below about 3 km AGL. Figure 3a shows the 24-h accumulation of snowfall [liquid water equivalent (LWE) in millimeters] derived from the nearby King City radar observations. The method for deriving the LWE snowfall from the King City radar is described in Huang et al. (2010). Most of the intense snowfall was between Lake Huron and the CARE site, with the 24-h-accumulated snowfall ranging from 2 to 12.5 mm. Daily accumulations measured from the double-fenced international reference (DFIR) gauge at the CARE site indicated approximately 12.3 mm of LWE for the event, which was the highest daily amount observed for the entire 2006/07 season (Bringi et al. 2008). This value (~12.3 mm) is in excellent agreement with the radar estimate (~12.5 mm) for the CARE site shown in Fig. 3a. Although terrain was not a factor in the formation of the snowbands, which occurred out over the lake, it could have played a role farther downwind, but the surrounding area is relatively flat with a maximum elevation of only a few hundred meters. Because the snowfall in this first event was mainly caused by the passage of cold air over the relatively warm lake, this event is hereinafter called the lake event.

In contrast to the lake event on 20 January, the second snow event on 22 January was the result of a synoptic-scale system moving across southern Ontario. The 22 January event developed in response to the passage of a 500-hPa short-wave trough and an associated surface low (Figs. 2e,f) from west to east across the C3VP domain between 0000 and 1200 UTC (Petersen et al. 2007). The winds were relatively calm and the air temperatures were relatively warm in comparison with the lake event that occurred 2 days earlier. This synoptic-scale system was associated with widespread light-to-moderate snowfall (Fig. 3b). King City radar data showed that precipitation entered the western portion of the inner (1 km) domain around 1500 UTC 21 January. The precipitation initially weakened considerably as the system moved eastward and northeastward. However, radar imagery showed that a weak mesoscale snowband propagated northward in the vicinity of the CARE site and interacted with the larger-scale system after about 2100 UTC 21 January. The combined system continued to move eastward and left the C3VP domain after 0800 UTC 22 January. Range–height indicator scans from the King City radar indicated that echo tops extended up to about 5.5 km AGL, with reflectivities mostly below 25 dBZ. Surface temperatures during this event were well below freezing, from ~9° to ~10°C, and rawinsonde data collected during the event indicated near-water-saturated conditions (and
FIG. 2. The 850-hPa heights (solid contours; m), temperatures (dashed contours; °C), and winds (vectors; m s⁻¹) from NCEP NAM 25-km analyses for the lake event at (a) 1200 UTC 19 Jan, (b) 0000 UTC 20 Jan, and (c) 1200 UTC 20 Jan, and for the synoptic event at (d) 0000 UTC 21 Jan, (e) 0000 UTC 22 Jan, and (f) 1200 UTC 22 Jan 2007.
definitely ice-supersaturated conditions) in the first several kilometers of the sounding. Winds were generally moderate at the surface, on the order of 5 m s\(^{-1}\), for the duration of the event. The DFIR gauge at the CARE site reported about 2.4 mm of 24-h-accumulated LWE in association with this event (Bringi et al. 2008). This event is hereinafter called the synoptic event.

4. Model setup

NASA’s interest in the C3VP project was primarily to support snowfall retrievals over land using high-frequency radiometer observations through a set of ground- and aircraft-based instrumental and remote sensing measurements as well as high-resolution numerical modeling. During the winter of 2006/07, a number of in situ and remote sensing precipitation measuring instruments were operated at the CARE site located near Egbert, Ontario, about 30 km to the northwest of the King City C-band operational dual-polarized radar. While the experiment was originally designed to measure winter precipitation for C3VP, NASA’s GPM ground validation program joined the effort (Petersen et al. 2007) by bringing 2D-video and Particle Size and Velocity (PARSIVEL) disdrometers and a multifrequency radar to the CARE site. To examine the cloud dynamics and microphysical properties of the snowstorms, WRF, version 2.2.1, with the Goddard microphysical scheme was used to conduct the simulations. In this study, only the 3ICE-graupel and 2ICE options were used with WRF.

Double-nested domains were constructed with horizontal grid spacings of 9, 3, and 1 km and corresponding grids of 301 \(\times\) 241, 430 \(\times\) 412, and 457 \(\times\) 457 for the outer, middle, and inner domains, respectively (Fig. 4). A terrain-following vertical coordinate with 61 layers was constructed with resolutions \(\sim 5–10\) hPa inside the PBL and \(\sim 20–25\) hPa above the PBL. Time steps of 30, 10, and 3.333 s were used in the outer and two nested grids, correspondingly. The coarse domain extended from Nebraska to Nova Scotia, Canada, and from North Carolina to the northern end of Ontario, while the finest domain covered most of southeastern Ontario as well as most of Lakes Huron and Erie (Fig. 4). The model was initialized from NCEP Global Forecast System (GFS) analyses with 1° resolution. Time-varying lateral boundary
conditions also from the NOAA/NCEP global analyses were provided at 6-h intervals. The model was integrated for 48 h twice, from 1200 UTC 19 January to 1200 UTC 21 January and from 0000 UTC 21 January to 0000 UTC 23 January 2007, respectively, for both snow events.

The Grell–Dévényi ensemble cumulus parameterization scheme (Grell and Dévényi 2002) was used for the coarse 9-km grid domain. The cumulus parameterization scheme was turned off in the 3- and 1-km grid domains while the Goddard cloud microphysics scheme was used in all three grid domains. The Goddard longwave and shortwave schemes recently added into WRF, and discussed in section 2, were adopted to provide longwave and shortwave parameterizations that interact with the atmosphere. The planetary boundary layer parameterization for this study was the Mellor–Yamada–Janjic (Mellor and Yamada 1982; coded and modified by Dr. Janjic for the NCEP Eta Model) level-2 turbulence closure model for the full range of atmospheric turbulent regimes. The surface heat and moisture fluxes (from both ocean and land) were computed from similarity theory (Monin and Obukhov 1954). The “Noah” (from NCEP–Oregon State University–U.S. Air Force–National Weather Service Office of Hydrologic Development) land surface model was used, which is based on Chen and Dudhia (2001). It is a four-layer soil temperature and moisture model with canopy moisture and snow cover prediction. It provides sensible and latent heat fluxes to the boundary layer scheme. The soil temperature and moisture were also initialized from NCEP GFS analyses.

5. Results

a. Snowfall comparison

Figure 5 shows the 24-h-accumulated LWE snowfall (mm) from the inner (1 km) domain of the WRF output for the lake event (Fig. 5a) and the synoptic event (Fig. 5b). For a better comparison with Fig. 3, Figs. 5a and 5b are centered on the King City radar site (43.96°N, 79.57°W). Both figures have 201 grid points (200 km) in the longitude and latitude directions, similar to the 100-km radius used in Fig. 3. Figures 3a and 5a show the LWE of the 24-h-accumulated snowfall (between 0000 UTC 20 January and 0000 UTC 21 January 2007) from the King City radar observations and the WRF simulations, respectively, for the lake event, and Figs. 3b and 5b show the same thing for the 24-h period from 1200 UTC 21 January to 1200 UTC 22 January 2007 for the synoptic event. For both the lake and synoptic events, the 1-km domain with the Goddard microphysics produced a maximum amount of snowfall across the region that is comparable to that observed [based on the algorithm in Huang et al. (2010)] by the King City radar: 12.5–15-mm LWE for the lake event and 2.5–5-mm LWE for the synoptic event. The DFIR gauge at the CARE site also indicated approximately 12.3 mm of snowfall for the lake event on 20 January 2007 (Bringi et al. 2008). However, the heavy-snowfall region in the model simulation for the lake event is about 0.2° longitude west of the one
shown in the King City radar observations. For the synoptic event, the 1-km domain also had a slightly larger area of LWE snowfall amounts in the range of 5–7.5 mm west of Lake Ontario than did the King City radar observations, which showed only some isolated locations with 5–7.5-mm LWE just west of the CARE site. The King City radar may have underestimated the snowfall in the region west of Lake Ontario because low-topped clouds here would be very far from the radar. Note also that radar snowfall retrievals, just like any other satellite and radar retrievals, are still not perfect. However, with current technology, this is probably the best that can be obtained for a regional snowfall estimate as opposed to a single-point snowfall estimate like the PARSIVEL (laser optical) disdrometer at the CARE site. Details on the uncertainties in the snowfall estimates from the King City radar can be found in Huang et al. (2010).

Probability density functions (PDFs) of 24-h-accumulated snowfall (LWE) from both the model simulations and the King City radar observations are shown in Fig. 6. The model results were calculated using data from all of the grid points in the 1-km domain. The results reveal that the 24-h-accumulated snowfall predicted by the model agrees well with the radar observations over the whole spectrum for the lake event. For the synoptic event, most of the snowfall predicted by the model is in the 2.0–4.0-mm range (more than 80%) while most of the snowfall observed by the King City radar is in the 0.5–2.0 (43%) and 2.0–4.0-mm (55%) range. Only 2% of the grid points from the radar had snowfall in the 4.0–6.0-mm range, with none larger than 6.0 mm, whereas around 10% of the grid points for the model had snowfall in the 4.0–6.0-mm range. Overall, both the model and the King City radar had nearly a 10% probability of having snowfall amounts greater than 6.0 mm LWE for the lake event and virtually no grids with snowfall larger than 6.0 mm for the synoptic event. This confirms that the synoptic event produced a much more uniformly distributed snowfall across the region whereas the lake event produced areas of heavy snowfall within the snowbands.

Figure 7 shows the 72-h time series of snowfall rates (mm h$^{-1}$) at the CARE site (44.23°N, 79.78°W) for the period from 0000 UTC 20 January to 0000 UTC 23 January 2007. Figure 7a represents the data collected from the PARSIVEL (laser optical) disdrometer at the CARE site, and Fig. 7b represents the model simulation at the same location. As shown in Fig. 7, the heavy snowfall at the CARE site for the lake event started around 0300 UTC and ended around 0700 UTC with light snowfall throughout the rest of 20 January. For the synoptic event, snow started at 0200 UTC and ended around 0800 UTC 22 January. A comparison of Figs. 7a and 7b shows that the onset and ending times predicted by the model agree well with the observations,
as do the predicted times of peak snowfall. As pointed out in Bringi et al. (2008), the snow that fell at the CARE site during the lake event was particularly dry, with densities possibly between 0.06 and 0.08 g cm$^{-3}$. For a lake-effect snow event in a very cold atmosphere, it is very common for the snow-to-liquid ratio to range from 12:1 to 25:1 (Baxter et al. 2005; Milbrandt et al. 2009). However, even with a 25:1 snow-to-liquid ratio, the snowfall predicted by the model for the lake event is still weaker than that observed by the PARSIVEL disdrometer. However, this result is easily understandable when comparing Figs. 3 and 5. The model-predicted intense-snowfall region is about 0.2$^\circ$ longitude west of the CARE site, which resulted in the model not predicting any heavy snowfall directly over the CARE site.

Overall, the amount of accumulated snowfall predicted by the model across the region agrees well with the King City radar observations in both events, with the exception that the model did not predict intense snowfall at the CARE site. The model did, however, correctly predict the onset and termination of both snow events as shown in the PARSIVEL disdrometer observations at the CARE site. Although the model did not predict the correct snowfall rate at the CARE site for the lake event, it is extremely difficult to predict an accurate precipitation amount at a single-point location in a high-resolution mesoscale model; alternative methods such as the composite-based method used in Nachamkin et al. (2005) may be required for evaluation.

b. Reflectivity comparison

For the lake event (Fig. 8), the snowband simulated by the model is in good agreement with the observed snowband in terms of the timing and the overall location; however, the observed band seems to be oriented more north–south, and the model-predicted C-band reflectivities are about 10 dBZ stronger than those from the King City radar. The observed echo tops reach to around 3.5 km, whereas those in the model only reach to around 2.5 km. In addition, the radar-observed snowband appears to be more consolidated (i.e., with a large continuous core) with a varying depth, whereas the model-simulated band depicts multiple small-scale cores of nearly constant depth. The radar-observed snowband is deepest close to the lake.
Although the only available CloudSat pass occurred nearly 5 h later (0745 UTC on the same day), CloudSat-observed radar (94 GHz) reflectivities also confirm the presence of echoes with 3.5-km tops (see pass 1 in Fig. 10). Because the targeted cloud band was very narrow, other nearby parallel cross sections also show similar results.

Figure 9 shows that the model-simulated C-band radar reflectivities for the synoptic event are also in good agreement with the observed reflectivities in terms of the strength and vertical structure. However, the model-simulated reflectivity pattern shows a larger area of moderate values (>20 dBZ) than does the observed pattern. Both the model and observed reflectivity cross sections show radar echoes extending to around 4 km, except for a few spikes that go above 4 km in the observed reflectivity cross section.

Figure 10 displays W-band radar reflectivities from the CloudSat Cloud Profiling Radar (CPR). Simulated W-band radar reflectivities are calculated from the radar simulator (Masunaga and Kummerow 2005) in the SDSU using the WRF results from along the exact same path as the CloudSat overpass. Pass 1 represents the lake event, and passes 2 and 3 represent the early and late stages of
the synoptic event. Note that WRF output is produced every model hour because of its volumetric size, which results in a time difference of 30 min or less with the overpass data. The cross-sectional comparison indicates that WRF successfully captured the basic horizontal and vertical patterns of radar reflectivities associated with the shallow echoes in pass 1, the deeper and broader echoes associated with large-scale nimbostratus in pass 2, and the multilayer echoes in pass 3. The model-simulated echoes were deeper than what was observed by CloudSat along the entire cross section in pass 2, especially in the area over Lake Huron in the northern part of the model domain.

To perform a systematic evaluation of the overall quality of the model results, contoured-frequency-with-altitude diagrams (CFAD; Yuter and Houze 1995) of radar echo data were constructed. CFADs of radar echo give a graphic depiction of the frequency distribution of radar echoes in each vertical layer. To construct the plots, the data were stratified by altitude only, without regard to the horizontal locations. A comparison of the CFADs from the WRF–SDSU-simulated radar echoes with those from the CloudSat observations (Fig. 11) reveals that statistically WRF significantly overestimated the intensity of radar reflectivities above 2.5 km in pass 3 and above 1 km in pass 2 but especially below 5 km, where 4 dBZ occurred at more than 40% of the grid points in the WRF innermost domain. In pass 1, the distributions of WRF-simulated radar reflectivity are more comparable to the CloudSat distributions, except that the WRF distributions

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, but for the synoptic event.
are capped at around 2.5 km whereas the CloudSat distributions, although weak, extend to 3.5 km. Also, the model misses the peak at 12 dBZ in the lowest level. These results suggest that WRF with the Goddard one-moment bulk microphysics scheme was able to capture the cloud macrostructure reasonably well but not the cloud microphysical structure.

c. Brightness temperature comparison

Model-simulated high-frequency microwave brightness temperatures (Tb) corresponding to the Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit B (AMSU-B) sensors were also derived from the model simulations. The AMSU-B sensors were originally designed for temperature and humidity profile retrievals. However, these high-frequency channels (150.00, 183.31 ± 1, 183.31 ± 3, and 183.31 ± 7 GHz) were found to be sensitive to falling snow and relatively insensitive to ground signals. Therefore, they are useful for snowfall retrievals over land (Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2004). It is planned to include such high-frequency channels on the GMI to support snowfall retrievals over land at mid- and high latitudes. This makes the simulation and evaluation of high-frequency Tb from WRF an important focus for supporting the GPM mission. AMSU-B-consistent Tb were computed from the WRF simulations through a passive microwave simulator in the SDSU (using delta-Eddington two-stream radiative transfer with slant path view; Kummerow 1993; Olson and Kummerow 1996). AMSU-B Tb (within the 30° sensor-viewing angle) and corresponding Tb simulated from the WRF simulation were sampled consistently in time (±30 min) and space (instantaneous field of view = 16.4 km at nadir).

A total of 10 AMSU-B swaths were matched, containing 1738 and 2958 Tb samples over water and land, respectively (Fig. 12). These were then used to evaluate the simulated cold-cloud systems for various Tb. The largest discrepancy (RMSE of 10.2°K over water and 9.93°K over land) between the observations and the simulations is for

Fig. 10. Instantaneous cross sections of CloudSat-observed and WRF–SDSU-simulated CPR (94 GHz) reflectivity. (left) CloudSat observations from three different passes, and (right) the corresponding WRF values.
FIG. 11. Instantaneous CFADs of CloudSat-observed and WRF–SDSU-simulated CPR (94 GHz) reflectivity. (left) CloudSat observations from three different passes, and (right) the results from the WRF simulations. Color shading represents the percentage of occurrence of dBZ values.
the 150-GHz Tb because of uncertainties in the simulated surface properties (e.g., skin temperature and surface emissivity), which are currently not well parameterized in the SDSU. The 180.31 ± 1 GHz and 180.31 ± 3 GHz Tb have stronger water absorption channels; hence simulated Tb are essentially unaffected by surface properties. As a result, Tb between the observations and the simulations are more consistent. The 180.31 ± 7 GHz Tb have the highest correlation (0.84) among the different channels. It is interesting to note that the model tends to overestimate the 150-GHz and 180.31 ± 7 GHz Tb (where the atmosphere is more transparent) and to underestimate the Tb of other channels (where the atmosphere is less transparent). This suggests that there might be discrepancies between the simulated and actual temperature and humidity profiles. Chaboureau and Pinty (2006) showed that their microphysical scheme could better capture the observed upper-tropospheric humidity when the ice-to-snow autoconversion threshold used in the scheme was reevaluated using a brightness-temperature-difference technique. Additional model simulations with higher-resolution and improved microphysics as well as a better representation of surface characteristics will be conducted in the near future.

d. Vertical profiles of simulated cloud species

Vertical profiles of the domain- and time-averaged cloud species from WRF using the Goddard 3ICE-graupel option are shown in Fig. 13. Only results from the Goddard 3ICE-graupel option are shown because the Goddard 2ICE option produced identical vertical profiles. For the lake event (Fig. 13a), there were no large precipitating liquid (rain) or high-density ice (graupel) particles because the simulated vertical velocities were weak (~50 cm s⁻¹).
and the temperatures were extremely cold (see Fig. 15). The hydrometeor profiles for both the 3ICE-graupel and 2ICE experiments were identical even though the 3ICE-graupel scheme contains physics that allows the production of graupel. Also of note is the presence of cloud liquid water, despite this being a snow event; this has been observed and simulated in other studies (e.g., a snow event over the Japan Sea; Masataka et al. 2002). C3VP aircraft observations suggested that there was a little liquid water present in the lake event (A. Heymsfield 2009, personal communication). The fact that none of the cloud species extend above 700 hPa in the lake event suggests it was mostly a PBL phenomenon, which is consistent with many past studies (Kristovich 1993; Weckwerth et al. 1999; Cooper et al. 2000; Tripoli 2005).

Domain- and time-averaged profiles of cloud species for the synoptic event are presented in Fig. 13b. As with the lake event, the Goddard 3ICE-graupel and 2ICE
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**Fig. 13.** WRF-simulated vertical profiles of domain-averaged and 24-h time-averaged cloud species (i.e., cloud water, rain, cloud ice, and snow) using the Goddard 3ICE-graupel scheme for the (a) lake event and the 24-h period from 0000 UTC 20 Jan to 0000 UTC 21 Jan 2007 and (b) synoptic event and the 24-h period from 0000 UTC 22 Jan to 0000 UTC 23 Jan 2007.
simulations produced identical vertical profiles without any rain or graupel. Both options produced much snow below 500 hPa and a moderate amount of cloud ice between 400 and 700 hPa. Both options also produced a significant amount of cloud liquid water below 600 hPa. The net amount of cloud water (Qcloud) production is about one-fourth of that for snow (Qsnow) at 900 hPa, whereas it is only about one-tenth as much in the C3VP aircraft observations near a height of 1 km (Fig. 14a). However, comparing 24 min of aircraft observations with 24 h of domain-averaged model output (Fig. 13b) may not be appropriate. To provide a more direct comparison, vertical profiles of area-averaged cloud species were calculated using only grid points in the vicinity of the flight path that were close in time (i.e., between 0600 and 0700 UTC 22 January 2007) to the aircraft sampling period (Fig. 14b). Although the model only produced (net) about one-half of the snow shown in the aircraft profile below a height of 2 km, it produced (net) very little liquid water over the area as well. A comparison of Figs. 14a and 14b shows that the liquid-to-ice water ratio for the model is similar to that for the aircraft measurements below 2 km. The main reason the WRF domain-averaged profiles (Fig. 13b) appeared to contain an excessive amount of liquid water relative to the aircraft measurements was that the aircraft flight path, which was mostly around the CARE site, did not sample the entire WRF domain, which had a significantly larger amount of cloud liquid water in the southern one-third of the domain.

Figure 15 shows north–south cross sections of temperature and ice content (cloud ice plus snow) from the model along a longitude of ~79.5°W for both events. Air temperatures were very cold (<−9°C in the lake event and <−6°C in the synoptic event) throughout the column. Figure 15 shows that the simulated ice structures for the lake and synoptic events are distinctly different. The lake event contains shallow, localized areas of high ice content, whereas the synoptic event has broader, deeper areas of moderate ice contents, which is consistent with the simulated reflectivity patterns. This type of synthetic data can be valuable for snow retrieval algorithm development but only if the synthetic data can be validated with quality observational data.

6. Summary and future work

One of the grand challenges of the GPM mission is to improve cold-season precipitation measurements in mid- and high latitudes through the use of high-frequency passive microwave radiometry. In support of this objective, WRF with the Goddard microphysics scheme was coupled with the SDSU to facilitate snowfall retrieval algorithms over land by providing a virtual cloud library, including corresponding synthetic Tb that are consistent with the GMI. This study tested two different options (2ICE and 3ICE-graupel) of the Goddard cloud microphysics scheme within WRF for two snow events that took place over the C3VP site in Ontario, Canada, between 20 and 22 January 2007. When this study was initiated,
there were no prior published results using WRF at cloud-resolving resolution (1 km or finer) for high-latitude snow events. This study has demonstrated the feasibility of using WRF in this very mode.

The 24-h-accumulated snowfall predicted by WRF with the Goddard microphysics was comparable to the King City radar-observed accumulated snowfall for both events. However, WRF failed to predict the intense snowfall observed at the CARE site because the intense-snowfall region simulated in WRF was roughly 0.2° west of that observed by the King City radar. A PDF analysis of the accumulated snowfall amounts showed that WRF agreed well with the King City radar estimates for both events. The model correctly predicted the onset and end of both snow events at the CARE site, although it did not predict the correct snowfall rate at the CARE site because it is extremely difficult to predict the precipitation amount at a single-point location in a high-resolution mesoscale model.

In this study, corresponding radar reflectivities simulated by WRF were compared with radar and satellite observations. The comparisons indicated that WRF was able to capture the basic cloud patterns observed by ground-based radar and satellite (i.e., CloudSat and AMSU-B), including the snowband associated with the lake event. However, the model was found to underpredict the echo-top heights for the lake event. An additional sensitivity test using a different PBL scheme failed to resolve this bias. WRF did, however, capture the basic horizontal and vertical structures of each of the events, including the two-layer cloud structure observed during the late stage of the synoptic event. Statistical comparisons between observed and simulated radar echoes using CFAD analyses showed that the model tended to have a positive bias of several dBZ units. When taken collectively, these results suggest that WRF was able to capture the cloud macrostructure reasonably well, but not the cloud microphysical structure. All numerical simulations suffer from errors as a result of numerical truncation, imperfect physical parameterizations, and imperfect initial and boundary conditions. At the moment, it is not clear what caused the model radar echoes to have a shallow bias for the lake event and a deep bias for the synoptic event. There are several possible reasons.

**Fig. 15.** Vertical cross sections of WRF-simulated temperature (°C) and cloud ice plus snow amounts (g m⁻³) for the (a) lake and (b) synoptic events.
for the positive bias in the overall echo intensities evident in the CFAD comparisons: the simulated snow amounts were too large, the assumed snow densities were too high, the particle sizes were too large, or a combination of these factors. More detailed dynamic and microphysical studies are required to address these issues in the future. One possible improvement that has been under development is to vary the intercept parameters for the size distribution of snow as a function of temperature.

The Goddard 3ICE-graupel and 2ICE options produced identical vertical profiles of cloud hydrometeors for the lake event with neither producing any rain or graupel, because of the cold temperatures and weak simulated vertical velocities. The same was true for the synoptic event. Although the model suggests that there was no graupel in either the lake or the synoptic event because of the weak vertical velocities in these events, there were no observations to confirm this. Future aircraft observations are needed to verify the existence of graupel in high-latitude inland snow events and to document the frequency and seasonal distribution of graupel in high-latitude inland snow events. Comparisons between vertical profiles of aircraft-measured and model-simulated ice and liquid water contents suggest that the model appeared to have simulated a reasonable amount of cloud liquid water for the synoptic event. The fact that the simulated snowbands were relatively shallow in the lake event suggests that it was mostly a PBL phenomenon, which is consistent with many past studies (Kristovich 1993; Weckwerth et al. 1999; Cooper et al. 2000; Tripoli 2005).

An improved version of the one-moment bulk microphysics scheme is now being developed based largely on the radiance-based model evaluations conducted here and the C3VP aircraft in situ observations of microphysical properties (A. Heymsfield 2009, personal communication). The intercept parameters for the size distribution of snow and graupel, which are constant values in the current scheme, will both be made a function of temperature. In addition, finer spatial resolutions than the current 1-km horizontal grid spacing may be required to represent the evolution of vigorous cold-cloud systems realistically. Model simulations with improved microphysics are necessary to provide consistent 4D thermodynamic and dynamic cloud datasets for future GPM snow retrievals and to improve our understanding of precipitation processes over high-latitude regions.

Model data are often used to infer critical cloud information/properties that are not directly observable by satellites. The linkage between the satellite and model usually depends on the simulated Tb. As such, an accurate vertical distribution of modeled cloud species is important for satellite retrievals. Unrealistic precipitation ice (i.e., snow and/or graupel) contents, particle size distributions, or particle densities can bias the simulated Tb and reflectivities, making it difficult to infer cloud properties from remote sensing data via the model. Accurate depictions of cloud ice and cloud water are also important in the model for cloud–radiation interaction. Future research will be conducted using a finer vertical resolution (both in the lower and upper troposphere) and a further-improved microphysics scheme to look further into the sensitivity of the PBL processes. Future WRF simulations may also benefit from initial and lateral boundary conditions obtained from NCEP NAM 218 grids at 12-km resolution when they become available at either the National Climatic Data Center or NCAR. Also, a WRF–Earth satellite simulator with realistic ground emissivity is required to improve the passive microwave simulator in the SDSU.
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